
‘What’s Your Story?’ 
BBC Points West Young Filmmakers Project 

Terms & Conditions 
 

 

1) These terms and conditions were amended as of 25th July 2017. 
 

2) Entry to the project is open to residents of the UK (including the Channel Islands and the Isle 
of Man) except current employees of the BBC or BBC Group company, their close relatives or 
any person connected to the project. Proof of age, identity and eligibility may be requested.  

 
3) Entrants must be between the ages of 16 & 30 at time of submission of entry. The BBC may 

seek evidence of an entrant’s date of birth. If none can be provided or the age falls outside 
the parameters of the project, the BBC reserves the right to disqualify the entry. 
 

4) Entrants are invited to create a short original film, no more than 90 seconds in duration. The 
films should be created on smart phone, tablet or small camera. Your film can be of any 
genre and include graphics, animation or illustration. No entries running to more than 90 
seconds will be considered. 
 

5) Films can be submitted between 0600 on 10/05/17 and 2359 on 31/10/17. Entry is via the 
website http://www.bbc.co.uk/pointswest Entrants should follow the link to the ‘What’s Your 
Story?’ page. 
 

6) The film should be connected to the Points West transmission area in some way. (This being 
Gloucestershire, Somerset, Wiltshire, Bristol & Bath, North Dorset). The connection to the 
West should be outlined briefly as part of the story idea on the entry form. 

 
7) Submissions can come from amateur filmmakers only i.e. a person who has not been 

previously credited or paid for their work in film, video or television production. The project 
is open to individuals or groups of friends. 

 
8) Only one film submission per entrant is permitted. Multiple entries will not be considered. 

Only the first entry will be considered.  
 

9) The entry must be a new production, using only unpublished material. No commercial video, 
music or stills can be included. 
 

10) If using non-commercial music, permission must have been sought from the composer.  The 
BBC may ask to see this permission before a film is uploaded to the Points West website clips 
section or shown on the BBC in any form. Failure to evidence these permissions will make the 
entry ineligible. 
 

11) Permission should have been sought and given from any people appearing in main roles in 
your film. The BBC may ask to see this permission before a film is uploaded to the Points 
West website clips section or shown on the BBC in any form. Failure to evidence these 
permissions will make the entry ineligible. 
 

12) Entries must not contain defamatory, obscene, violent or any other unsuitable material. If the 
entry features any people other than the entrants, they should be aware they were being 
filmed and permission should be obtained from all involved for the entry to be submitted in 
the project (or their parents/guardians if under 18). It is the entrant’s responsibility to make 
participants aware that the film will be uploaded to the internet via a video sharing website 
as part of the entry process. If it can be reasonably interpreted that the people are not aware 
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of being filmed, are humiliated or are embarrassed in any way, the BBC reserves the right to 
disqualify the entry. 

 
13) Some of the films submitted will be selected to be shown on BBC Points West, and on the 

Points West Facebook and Twitter pages. There is no set number of films which will be 
shown. 
 

14) The films selected to be shown on BBC Points West and the Points West Facebook and 
Twitter pages will be chosen by the ‘What’s Your Story?’ production team and other senior 
members of the BBC Points West editorial team. They will be selected with reference to a set 
of criteria as outlined in (17) below. Selection or not for broadcast or online publication 
should not be taken as success or otherwise in selection for the film festival. 
 

15) Unfortunately the films will no longer be shown as part of the Encounters festival in 
September but some will be selected to be shown during a special archive evening at the 
Watershed later in the year. The date for entries has been extended so you now have longer 
to enter. 
 

16) The films selected to be shown at the archive evening at the Watershed will be selected by a 
panel of three people including one senior BBC editorial figure and two independent film 
industry figures. They will be selected with reference to a set of criteria as outlined in (17) 
below. 
 

17) All films selected to be shown on BBC Points West and the Points West Facebook and Twitter 
pages and/or at the BBC archive evening at the Watershed will be chosen against a set of 
criteria these being: 

 
- Is this film interesting?  Does it tell us something we don’t know about the Points West 

area or the people who live there? 
- How well is the story idea fulfilled? (as outlined on the story idea on the entry form) 
- How creative has the filmmaker been in the telling of the story? 
- Does it grab the attention of the viewer? 
 
n.b. Technical ability will not be taken into account as strongly as the story idea which is 
featured in the film. The project is aiming to get people with a basic interest in filmmaking to 
submit entries. 
 

18) The BBC’s decision on which films are selected is final and no correspondence will be 
entered into. Unsuccessful entrants will not be contacted. 

 
19) Filmmakers whose submissions are selected to appear at the BBC archive evening at the 

Watershed also agree to take part in publicity. This will include an invitation to take part in a 
short question and answer session. 
  

20) Copyright for the film will be retained by the filmmaker. By submitting a film, permission is 
granted to the BBC for the right to publish the film on the bbc.co.uk/pointswest website, on 
broadcast on the BBC Points West programme on BBC1, on its Facebook or Twitter pages 
and during the BBC archive evening at the Watershed later in the year. 
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21) The BBC cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever for any technical failure or malfunction 
or any other problem with any server, Internet access, system or otherwise which may result 
in any entry being lost or not properly registered or recorded.  
  

22) The BBC ‘What’s Your Story?’ production team reserves the right to disqualify any entry 
which breaches legal considerations or the BBC’s Editorial policy guidance 

 
23) The information you provide will be kept confidential by the BBC and will only be used for the 

purposes of administering the BBC ‘What’s Your Story?’ project. The entry form is hosted and 
provided by a third party supplier on behalf of the BBC, Monterosa. The names of films to be 
featured on BBC Points West, on the Points West Twitter and Facebook sites and during the 
archive evening will be disclosed to the public. The BBC will retain your details to maintain an 
accurate record of the award and for the purposes of administering future projects and will 
destroy this information provided when it is no longer required. For more information about 
the BBC’s privacy policy go to http://www.bbc.co.uk/usingthebbc/privacy/privacy-policy  
 

24) Entrants may be asked to disclose details of any, and all criminal and civil actions pending 
against them, or served against them plus any unspent convictions. Entrants asked for this 
information must keep the BBC informed of any changes to that disclosed up to the archive 
evening. This information will be handled in the strictest confidence and, as with all personal 
information, in accordance with the BBC Privacy Policy – as in (21) above. 
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